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4 September 2020

CIRCULAR
Dear shareholder
Thank you for the condolences and expressions of support after the passing of my sister and of Frances
Jimu’s brother.
Cryptique is becoming like a family.
The paper work for the listing on ZAR X is proceeding satisfactorily with draft 8 practically complete
bar the various audits.
The latter will be the main task for September. Once done the prospectus can be lodged with CIPC for
registration. A final listing date will then be negotiated with ZAR X and Caveat. They obviously have
the final say.
The end of November remains a possibility.
Other notable matters:
1. Saxon Diamonds (Pty) Ltd
Cryptique has in principle acquired the 50 000 000 shares held by Equator Mineral Holdings. A
large part of the Cryptique shares issued as consideration will be unbundled to Equator
minorities.
Negotiations to acquire an additional interest in Saxon Diamonds are continuing.
2. Since an early business cash flow is important, Capmed and I are expediting the joining by
several member groups to Cryptique’s wellness loyalty programme.
The various data bases (of up to 22 000 subscribers in total) have already been lodged with
Capmed and the supporting agreements are being drafted.
3. Kleer Water Ltd as the group’s independent water purification division has been incorporated.
After transfer of the project from EnviroLiq to Kleer Water, a protocol will be prepared for
clinical trials on the water. It could play a role against a second wave of the COVID-19
pandemic.
4. The arranged visits to Kinshasa and Luanda await a lifting of the embargo on cross border
travel.
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5. Preliminary discussions on the secondary Africa listings in Zimbabwe, Kenya and the
Seychelles have commenced.
6. The addition of the MINT (as a gold based digital currency) and the PLAT (as a PGM based
digital currency) has suddenly become realistic with the negotiations for Cryptique to enter into
joint ventures on two platinum and gold projects.
7. Although dr Piet Neethling (largely due to a serious operation) has not supplied any funds in
terms of the March loan agreement, Cryptique could raise interim finance that may allow a
successful listing.
8. As the information on Cryptique spreads in the market, the company is regularly offered
businesses of good quality to include in its portfolio.
The company should therefore have an interesting takeover period post listing.
Regards
Wilhelm Smith

